The proof of Lemma 1 is based on a generalization of one of Wright's ideas [2] We begin this proof by listing several known results about primes in arithmetic progressions. See Chapter 9, Theorem 2.3 of [1] for a proof. Frequent use will be made of the following form of this lemma: if log x ^ u and a ^ ίog 2 
where the constant implied by the ^-term is independent of u and x. We shall also employ: uniformly for all integers a ^ 2 log 3 α;.
The balance of this section deals with the proof of Lemma 1. As for notation, a, b u •••, and b k will be the integers defined in Lemma 1, any prime pi which occurs will be congruent to b { modulo a for i -1, 2, , k, and a prime on a summation symbol (as in 2') will indicate that any prime j >< appearing in the index of summation is congruent to b { modulo α. Let us go on to the induction. Set
and
Then, since Λa?(α; α, δ 2 , , δ Λ+J ) = and since for
Pi ^ a /log x then x/pt ^ log a; and Iog k+I (x/Pi) ^ log /c+2 a; ^ α. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 5, we have
If, on the other hand, we have x/log x < Pi S x then x/p { S log x, and we can show, by referring to the definitions of the quantities
In short, we have
Lemma 6 follows from this formula and Lemma 5. uniformly for a ^ log A+1 a?.
These results, along with Lemma 6, give us Lemma 7.
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 1. Set e(n; α, b l9 , 6*) = μ\n)d(n; α, 6 lf , 6 fc ) , where μ(n) is the Mδbius function. Then
This completes the proof of Lemma 1 since
2» In this section we shall prove the assertion made in the introduction of this paper. To that end, let Φ'{k, x) denote the number of integers in the set Since we have % = p L p y at least one of the prime factors of n jf say p u must be greater than (log fc+1 xf lj = z(j, x) . Moreover, if % and n k _j are relatively prime integers such that 
Pl>z n k _ιGA(nι)
We shall now show that if k ^ 2 then
where a k is a constant that depends on k. Consider any fixed % which appears in (4). If n k _ 3 e A{n 3 ) then (w*-i, %) = 1 and φ{n 3 )φ(n k _ 3 ) + 1 = 0 mod n 3 . Thus, if (n h φ{n 3 )) > 1 the set A(n 3 ) is empty. On the other hand if (φ(n s ), n 3 ) -1, and n k _j = p i+1 p kf we have the congruence
where £(%) is chosen so that I(n 3 )φ{n ά ) == -1 mod %. Furthermore, if p 3+1 p k is a set of primes that satisfies (5) then there is a set of integers l j+1 , •••,?* such that ( 6) lj +1 l k ΞΞ Z^j ) mod %j (7) (1 + Z<, %) = 1 for i = j + 1, , k , for we need only take Z< so that ^ == 1 + l { mod w,-. Conversely, if l j+1 , , and l k are integers which satisfy (6) and (7) then there are primes p j+1 , * ,ί>* which satisfy (5). Note also that the number of distinct solutions of (6), where two solutions, l i+1 , , l k and Γ 3+1 , " ,l' k , are said to be the same if and only if both contain the same integers modulo a to the same multiplicity, obviously does not exceed φ k~j~\ a)\ thus the number of solutions of (6) which also satisfy (7) is bounded above by φ k~*~\ a).
Now, suppose that (%, φ(n 3 )) = 1, let l j+u •••,£& be a set of integers that satisfies (6) and (7), and let δ; = 1 + l { for i -j + 1, , k. (6) which satisfy (7). Lemma 1 will be applicable here if but this is the case if % S log fc+ i x since log k -s+1 (x/nj) ^ log Λ _y +1 (a;/log fc+1 x) ^ log Jfe (a;/log JSί+1 x) ^ log fc+1 x ^ % for x ^ Ci, c x being a constant that depends on k. Consequently if j ^ k -2 and % g log fc+1 a; then ) JL y-(
where a(n 3 ) is an integer such that α(%) î mplies that (8) Since α(^) ^ kφ k~^( n^) this infinite series converges. Furthermore, a k Φ 0. For, since % is a prime, say n t -p u aip^) is the number of solutions of the congruence l 2 l k = 1 mod p 1 such that (1 + l u p λ ) = 1 for ΐ = 2, , A. Since the set of values Z 2 = ί 3 = = ϊ* = 1 satisfies these conditions we have a(n^) = α(Pi) > 0 for ^ ^ 3, i. e. a k Φ 0. In short, the left hand side of (9) Since we also have, for 0 g a < 1, 
